Recent 7 TeV 5/fb measurements by ATLAS and CMS have measured both overall and differential W + W − cross sections that differ from NLO SM predictions. While these measurements aren't statistically significant enough to rule out the SM, we demonstrate that the data from both experiments can be better fit with the inclusion of electroweak gauginos with masses of O (100 In [1-3] the W + W − cross section was measured in the fully leptonic final state. These analyses were designed to measure the SM, not to exclude new physics, which is reflected in their rather inclusive cuts. Therefore, new physics that produces OS leptons and MET could be present in these measurements. Based on the differential distributions in [1] [2] [3] , new physics that contaminates these measurements would have to have kinematics at least similar to SM W + W − events, otherwise there would be an obvious discrepancy. While it is quite probable that the discrepancies in the total cross section and differential distributions are due to insufficient background modeling, we demonstrate that SM NLO W + W − combined with the inclusion of new EW processes fits the data significantly better than the current SM prediction alone.
INTRODUCTION
In [1, 2] ATLAS and CMS have measured the W + W − cross section using the full ∼ 5/fb LHC7 dataset. ATLAS measured a cross section of 53.4 ± 2.1(stat.) ± 4.5(syst.) ± 2.1(lumi.) pb compared with a NLO theory prediction of 45.1 ± 2.8 pb, while CMS found a cross section of 52.4 ± 2.0(stat.) ± 4.5(syst.) ± 1.2(lumi.) pb compared to a NLO theory prediction of 47.0 ± 2.0 pb. [36] Both of these results are consistent within the error bars, but they are also both high and more consistent with each other than with the SM. Even more recently, CMS released a measurement of the SM W + W − cross section at 8 TeV [3] that was also higher than the SM cross section and even more discrepant with the SM than the 7 TeV measurement [2] . Understanding the W + W − cross section is crucial for Higgs searches as well as any new physics search containing more than one lepton. In this letter, we investigate the consequences for new physics that could be responsible for the enhanced values of the measured W + W − cross sections.
In [1] [2] [3] the W + W − cross section was measured in the fully leptonic final state. These analyses were designed to measure the SM, not to exclude new physics, which is reflected in their rather inclusive cuts. Therefore, new physics that produces OS leptons and MET could be present in these measurements. Based on the differential distributions in [1] [2] [3] , new physics that contaminates these measurements would have to have kinematics at least similar to SM W + W − events, otherwise there would be an obvious discrepancy. While it is quite probable that the discrepancies in the total cross section and differential distributions are due to insufficient background modeling, we demonstrate that SM NLO W + W − combined with the inclusion of new EW processes fits the data significantly better than the current SM prediction alone.
Supersymmetry provides an example of new physics that could significantly affect EW cross section measurements. In particular, light EWinos provide a production and decay mechanism to generate multigauge boson final states as shown in Fig. 1 [6, 7] . We show that there are several classes of models where the W + W − discrepancy can be accounted for without being in conflict with existing experimental searches.
Weak scale gauginos not only affect SM multi-gauge boson measurements but also can effect Higgs phenomenology and measurements. If new physics were to contaminate the signal and control regions of the h → W + W − search, a Higgs discovery [8, 9] in this channel could be affected [10] . Given the similar kinematics to SM W + W − we find that the presence of EWinos would only be manifest as an upscaling of the SM W + W − background in the control region to match the data. The presence of very light EWinos could also create new Higgs production channels and modify loop induced decay processes. For example, new contributions to W ± h production can be realized with EWinos. For decays, EWinos themselves can modify the h → γγ rate in a number of ways [11, 12] To demonstrate the agreement or lack thereof between data and the SM, kinematic distributions from ATLAS are shown in Figure 2 (CMS has similar but slightly fewer kinematic distributions available). There is some disagreement, not only in the overall normalization but also in the shape -bins at high and low values of the kinematic variables generally fit quite well, while the middle bins display somewhat more significant excesses. As mentioned earlier, if new particles are produced which then decay into OS leptons and missing energy, one could potentially explain discrepancies with the data. Within the MSSM framework, pair-produced charginos are a natural candidate for such particles, though our statements are more broadly applicable in the simplified model context.
In order to display similar kinematics to SM W + W − and improve agreement with data, the simplest possibility is for charginos to decay via on-shell W 's with a production cross section of a few pb, setting a rough upper bound on their mass scale. Slightly more complicated possibilities arise through decays via either off shell W's or slepton decays. Taking into account the chargino mass bound from LEP [4] , this implies 100 GeV mχ± 1 130 GeV, wino-like charginos, and a mass gap to an invisible detector-stable particle larger than m W [37] . This can easily be achieved both in gravity mediation (with a light bino LSP) or gauge mediation (with a gravitino LSP). However, recent trilepton searches from ATLAS [6] , and searches for associated production of W ± h in the bb channel [7] , significantly constrain χ ± χ 0 decays into W ± h or W ± Z final states. We will discuss these bounds later in this letter, but ultimately they lead to two possible SUSY scenarios for increasing the section, will be described in more detail in [13] .
The benchmark point we use as an example is a gauge mediation inspired spectrum with a chargino NLSP, where low tan β and a high higgsino fraction makes the two lightest neutralinos heavier than the chargino [14] . For our demonstration we chose m χ For our example point, the NLO pair production cross section (calculated in Prospino [17] ) is 4.3 pb. The large cross section comes from the sum of all Chagino/Neutralino mode production modes, since in the GMSB scenario all states decay to W + W − , and offsets the smaller direct production cross section for higgsinorich chargino pairs compared to winos. The additional decay products from neutralinos decaying to charginos are typically too soft to affect any searches, see Fig. 1 . To estimate the chargino's effect on the W + W − distributions, we generated pp → χχ → + −GG + X events in Pythia 8 [18] , interfaced with Pythia 6.4 [19] for the hard process. ( = e/µ/τ ,G is the practically massless gravitino, and X are the soft particles from the decay of a possible off-shell W .) The events are passed to a FastJet 3.0.2 [20] based code that performs the same series of event reconstruction and cut steps as the respective W + W − cross section measurement analyses. This includes a rudimentary detector simulation that models geometric acceptances, jet reconstruction, and imposes lepton and photon isolation requirements and detector efficiencies, according to the ATLAS/CMS specifications.
The combined acceptance of dileptonic EWino events is about 4% for the ATLAS analysis and 2.5% for the CMS analysis, which imposes an additional p T cut. These figures are comparable to the quoted acceptances for dileptonic W + W − events, which is expected given the W -like kinematics of the chargino decay and makes it plausible that the few-pb of chargino pair production makes up the few-pb-excess seen in the W + W − cross section measurements. Figure 2 shows the chargino contributions stacked on top of the SM expectation for our example point. (We have also included the effect of a 125 GeV SM higgs decaying to W + W − , which is a small but non-negligible effect.) By eye it is clear that the agreement with data is very much improved in all kinematic distributions (in-cluding two that are not shown): the charginos preferentially fill in the bins where the data disagrees most with the SM prediction, while leaving those bins where the SM agrees well with data relatively unaffected. The same can be said of the CMS distributions. Including charginos improves the χ 2 /N bins from ∼ 1 for SM alone to 0.5 in all ATLAS distributions, quantifying the above statements. For CMS, the reduction in χ 2 /N bins is not quite as significant, but the agreement with data is still improved in all distributions (except p T (L1) , where the level of agreement is unchanged).
Given that the 7 TeV measurements of ATLAS and CMS can not rule out the SM with their current level of precision, it is still possible that both ATLAS and CMS both measured an upwards fluctuation at 7 TeV. However, if new physics was the cause of the discrepancy with the SM, then the W + W − cross section at 8 TeV should also be high. As mentioned in the introduction, this was recently shown to be the case by CMS [3] . The LHC8 measured value from CMS is 69.9 ± 2.8(stat.) ± 5.6(syst.) ± 3.1(lumi.) pb with an NLO SM prediction of 57.3 +2.4 −1.6 pb. Recently, the 8 TeV LHC NLO EW corrections were also computed [21] , and the effect on the total cross section from EW corrections is negative which would only increase the discrepancy.
In Figure 3 we show the contribution from both charginos and the Higgs to the differential distributions from [3] . Since the cross section discrepancy has grown compared to the ATLAS LHC7 results, the agreement of the SM prediction with the data is quite poor, and computing χ 2 /N bins for all the plots yields a combined p-value of ∼ 10 −3 (assuming approximately gaussian errors). Similar to LHC7 results, the inclusion of the charginos reduces the χ 2 /N bins by about a factor of 2, significantly improving the p-value of the combined fit to 0.3 for charginos + SM. The contribution of the Higgs to the W + W − measurement is larger at 8 TeV than at 7 TeV, but is still subdominant to the charginos in improving the fit, and in the differential distributions it enters in different kinematic regimes than the chargino contribution. Adding only the higgs contributions improves the p-value to ∼ 0.1, while adding both the higgs and chargino contributions yields a combined p-value of ∼ 0.75, a very significant improvement.
CONSTRAINTS ON ELECTROWEAKINOS
For particles charged under the electroweak symmetries alone the LHC bounds are weaker than for strongly interacting particles. This is mostly due to the decreased production cross section, resulting in a lower mass reach, but also because the lower mass scale implies kinematic distributions more similar to the SM in many cases -such as the one we are considering in this letter. Nevertheless, recent LHC searches [6, [22] [23] [24] are starting to approach the sensitivity necessary to exclude O(100 GeV) electroweakinos, and we have to examine the bounds carefully.
In ± final state is excluded by W h → W bb searches [7] .
Gravity-mediation could still provide a viable scenario if sleptons are lighter than the EWinos, in which case their pair production would contribute to the + − + MET final state, while the decay of EWinos to sleptons + soft leptons might ameliorate the trilepton signal. We will examine this scenario in more detail in [13] .
The benchmark scenario of the previous sections is realized within gauge mediation, where M 1 > M 2 , low tan β and a large degree of wino-higgsino mixing can produce the Chargino-NLSP spectrum we described. Before we examine the bounds on this scenario in detail there are two other choices of NLSP to consider: bino neutralino and wino neutralino.
In the Bino-NLSP scenario, the bino decay χ 0 1 →Gγ leaves a striking diphoton signature for SUSY production. As outlined in [25] , LHC diphoton + MET searches [26] exclude chargino pair production and decay for mχ± 1 450 GeV, making their pair production cross section too small to enhance the measured W + W − cross section. Photon constraints can be partially avoided with a Wino-Like NLSP : for M 1 > M 2 with low winohiggsino mixing the neutralino-chargino mass-splitting is so small thatχ ± 1 decays directly to W ±G , making it a chargino co-NLSP and avoiding stringent diphoton + MET bounds. χ 0 1 χ ± 1 associated production still produces some single-photon signal (depending on the branching ratios of χ 0 1 →Gγ vsGZ), and a CDF + γ search excludes mχ± 1 135 GeV [27] . A chargino at this mass could somewhat ameliorate the discrepancy in the measured W + W − cross section, but Br(χ 0 1 → ZG) is high enough for new ATLAS trilepton bounds [6] to completely exclude this scenario as well.
We are therefore left with the chargino-NLSP scenario as the only possible realization of gauge mediation to contribute significantly to the W + W − final state. The The total SM prediction (signal + background) from the LHC8 CMS W + W − study [3] , with additional contributions from a 125 GeV SM higgs and chargino pair production in the best-fit chargino NLSP scenario (mχ+ 1 = 110 GeV) shown. The gray hashed bands represent the uncertainty of the SM prediction. The legend is the same as for Figure 2 trilepton signal is suppressed (though not completely absent, due to the non-negligible χ ± 1 -χ 0 2 mass difference), but chargino-neutralino production produces a significant amount of same-sign dilepton signal, making constraints from new ATLAS dilepton searches [23, 24] relevant. We simulated the signal produced by our scenario in these searches [6, 7, 23, 24, 28, 29] using the same Monte-Carlo setup as for the W + W − cross section measurement. Each search is still consistent well within one sigma, though it could be possible for same-sign dilepton searches to discover this scenario with the full 8 TeV LHC data set.
GAUGE BOSON PHENOMENOLOGY
Given the current bounds on trilepton [6] signatures, any new physics must primarily affect only the W + W − cross section, leaving W ± Z and W ± γ mostly unaffected. To illustrate this, consider the gravity mediated scenario discussed in the previous section, with Winos always decaying to a Bino-like neutralino LSP via on-shell W 's and Z's. In this case the trilepton bounds push the allowed mass of the Winos to m χ ± 1 190 GeV, which makes the wino pair production cross section so small that the χ 2 /N dof improvement of the W + W − measurement is negligible, less than ∼ 5%.
Since our chargino NLSP scenario evades these trilepton bounds there is no affect on multi-gauge boson phenomenology other than multi-W . There will be signatures of same-sign W gauge boson production with additional soft jets or leptons arising from χ ± χ 0 production and decay. As discussed in the previous section, samesign dilepton searches [23, 24] are not yet sensitive enough to rule out this signal.
The possibly viable gravity mediated scenario with intermediate sleptons [13] could feature additional "gauge boson" signatures, because in addition to producing + MET final states (even though no W 's are involved) there is also the possibility for +MET production, showing up in single W -measurements.
HIGGS PHENOMENOLOGY
Modifying the effective W + W − cross section through BSM contributions could significantly affect h → W + W − measurements since both ATLAS [32] and CMS [33] searches use data-driven techniques to estimate W + W − background. The Monte Carlo output is normalized to fit the data in a control region, and that "renormalization" is carried over into the signal region.
However, we find that generically the Higgs search sensitivities are not modified. In a BSM scenario like ours, where the kinematics are very similar to W + W − , the control and signal regions are contaminated in proportion to W + W − , and the upscaling of the W + W − contribution in the control region correctly 'predicts' the BSM background in the signal region. On the other hand, the examples studied by [10] , which preferentially contaminate the control region due to their kinematics being very different from W + W − , are excluded by trilepton searches [15] . It would be interesting to see if there was a scenario that did not fall into either of these categories, i.e. contaminating preferentially the control region without generating a large trilepton signal.
Light EWinos can also generate Higgs production that mimics associated W ± h production to the point that it becomes a constraint, as shown previously. In principle there could be some contribution to W ± h , but as an example we can look at a gravity mediated scenario with a Bino-like Neutralino LSP and a Higgsino-like NLSP, such that χ ± χ 0 2 always leads a final state of W ± hχ 0 χ 0 . To avoid constraints from existing W ± h measurements requires a mass scale of m χ ± 160 GeV. However, the high Higgsino fraction in this case lowers the cross section for χ + χ − and the improvement of the χ 2 for W + W − is 5%. Therefore similar to W ± Z there is typically no signature in W ± h when an appreciable effect is measurable in the W + W − cross section. As a final avenue, light EWinos can also modify loop induced decay processes of the Higgs, or in principle provide new decay modes for the Higgs. In our particular benchmark scenario this is manifested as a 15% increase in the partial width of h → γγ . This is of course tantalizing given the fact that both ATLAS [8] and CMS [9] observed an increased rate of h → γγ compared to the SM in their discoveries of a Higgs like state. However, within the context of the SUSY the Higgs mass is tightly intertwined with the resulting phenomenology more so than in other models, thus without specifying how to generate a 125 GeV Higgs there could be other much larger contributions that affect Higgs production and decay to the point where a generic prediction based solely on accounting for the W + W − cross section is impossible. It is certainly interesting to tie together the Higgs properties and a modified EW sector which can account for the increased W + W − measurement, and we will report on this in [13] .
CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated that the current W + W − cross section measurements favor the inclusion of a chargino contribution compared to the SM W + W − prediction alone. This is not in conflict with any existing constraints, and improves the measurement at both LHC7 and LHC8 thus far. Given that the NLO SM prediction does not properly predict the data's normalization or shape in three independent measurements, it seems likely that there is either a significant gap in our understanding of the SM calculation or we are possibly getting a glimpse of new physics right at the EW scale. Either of these outcomes obviously carry profound consequences both theoretically and experimentally. Any scenario involving new physics will have other experimental consequences which should be searched for while also improving the precision of the SM W + W − measurement. In the particular SUSY example that we put forward, continued multi-lepton studies should hopefully shed light on this scenario by the end of the LHC8 run. However, exclusion is intertwined with understanding the SM measurement and will become increasingly complicated if new physics is in this regime. We have presented results for one benchmark SUSY scenario, however there are others that also can significantly improve the W + W − measurement. There are additional possibilities beyond those presented here [13] , but clearly this letter should serve as a clarion call to both the theoretical and experimental communities to understand W + W − production better.
